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Abstract— The control of constrained systems using model
predictive control (MPC) becomes more challenging when full
state information is not available and when the nominal system
model and measurements are corrupted by noise. Since these
conditions are often seen in practical scenarios, techniques such
as robust output feedback MPC have been developed to address
them. However, existing approaches to robust output feedback
MPC are still challenged by increased complexity of the online
optimization problem, increased computational requirements
for controller synthesis, or both. In this work we present a
simple and efficient methodology for synthesizing a tube-based
robust output feedback MPC scheme for linear, discrete, time-
invariant systems subject to bounded, additive disturbances.
Specifically, we completely avoid the use of Minkowski addition
during controller synthesis and the online optimization problem
has the same complexity as in the nominal full state feedback
MPC problem, enabling our approach to scale with system
dimension more effectively than previously proposed schemes.
I. INTRODUCTION
Model predictive control (MPC) is a useful framework for
the optimal control of constrained systems due to its ability
to explicitly account for state and control constraints. This
is accomplished by exploiting a model of the system, where
the control law can be implicitly defined as the solution to
a finite-horizon optimization problem that is solved online
in a receding horizon fashion. For a broad survey of MPC
theory and additional references see [1]. Early work in the
development of MPC theory focused on the case where the
full state was assumed to be known, and where no distur-
bances affected the system behavior, which we will refer
to as nominal MPC. However in practice these assumptions
typically fail, and so robust output feedback MPC schemes
were developed to address the more general case where state
estimators are employed and when the nominal system is
subject to bounded, additive disturbances.
Related Work: One approach used to handle the robust
output feedback MPC problem uses a min-max optimization
formulation [2], [3]. However such formulations result in
optimization problems with increased complexity and can
therefore be less desirable for real-time control applica-
tions. On the other hand, tube-based approaches generally
formulate the optimization problem based on nominal sys-
tem dynamics, and then incorporate an ancillary feedback
controller to ensure the nominal system is tracked with
bounded error. Such formulations rely on an offline analysis
to verify robustness, which enables the simple form of the
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online optimization problem that is advantageous for real-
time control. Of course there are disadvantages with these
approaches as well, namely that they can be sub-optimal [4],
can be conservative, and can be computationally difficult to
synthesize.
One early example of a tube-based scheme is [5] which
relies on the computation of robust positive invariant (RPI)
sets to bound the error between the nominal and real systems,
which are then used to tighten the constraints appropriately.
They also modify the optimization problem to make the
initial nominal state a decision variable. The work in [6] takes
a similar approach, but uses a moving horizon estimator and
tightens the constraints sequentially. To reduce conservatism
in the constraint tightening seen in [5], [7] considers the
coupled error dynamics in the computation of the RPI, and
also tightens the constraints sequentially. The method defined
by [8] also tries to reduce conservatism by using a set-valued
moving horizon estimator that seeks to provide tighter error
bounds. Inspired by these approaches, we develop a tube-
based method that outperforms previous techniques with
respect to both offline and online computational efficiency,
which makes it more amenable to real-world applications.
During offline controller synthesis, methods such as [5]–
[8] are limited computationally by their use of Minkowski
sums. The Minkowski sum of two sets A and B is defined
as A⊕ B := {a + b | a ∈ A, b ∈ B}, and is known to be a
computationally expensive operation that scales poorly with
the dimension and complexity of the sets. To overcome this
challenge, we leverage the work in [9] where an approach
for the efficient computation of RPI sets is developed based
on a clever combination of the methods in [10] and [11].
We also take advantage of the work by [12], who proposes
a method for computing RPI sets requires only a single
linear program. Regarding the online complexity of our
proposed scheme, we formulate an optimization problem
with complexity that matches the nominal full feedback MPC
case. This formulation could be seen as an extension of the
ideas presented in [13] to the output feedback case, and is
also similar to [7].
Statement of Contributions: To summarize, in this paper
we present a simple and efficient tube-based robust output
feedback MPC scheme. The proposed method is efficient in
both the offline synthesis of the controller and in the online
implementation. Such efficiency is crucial for enabling robust
constrained control of real-world systems where the system’s
state dimension may be too large for previous tube-based
approaches to be practically implemented.
Specifically, in our approach we first propose to use a
formulation of the online optimization problem that has
reduced complexity over previous methods, and where the
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overall control scheme is efficient to synthesize. Second,
we propose a novel, simple, and computationally efficient
technique for computing RPI sets. Importantly, synthesis
of our proposed control scheme never requires the use
of Minkowski additions, which greatly inhibits the use of
previous tube-based approaches. The effectiveness of the
proposed scheme is demonstrated in simulation using two
examples: the control of a simple synthetic system and the
control of a wind energy conversion system.
Organization: We begin our discussion in Section II with
a formal description of the problem that we are trying to
solve and define several useful mathematical concepts in
Section III. Next, in Section IV we describe our proposed
robust output feedback MPC scheme and in Section V we
present a new method for computing RPI sets that can
be used to synthesize our proposed controller. Then our
approach is demonstrated in Section VI on a simple synthetic
example as well as on an more practical example of a wind
energy conversion system. Finally, we conclude with some
observations and remarks in Section VII.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this work we consider systems described by linear,
discrete, time-invariant state space models of the form
xk+1 = Axk +Buk + wk,
yk = Cxk + vk, zk = Hxk,
(1)
where x ∈ Rn is the state of the system, u ∈ Rm is the
control input, y ∈ Rp is the measured output, z ∈ Ro are
performance variables, w ∈ Rn are unknown process noise
terms, v ∈ Rp are unknown measurement noise terms, and
A, B, C, and H are matrices of appropriate dimension.
Set-based constraints on the performance variables z and
the controls u are also considered, which are defined by
zk ∈ Z, uk ∈ U , (2)
where Z := {z |Hzz ≤ bz} and U := {u |Huu ≤ bu} are
convex polyhedra. It is also assumed that the noise terms w
and v are constrained such that
wk ∈ W, vk ∈ V, (3)
where W := {w |Hww ≤ bw} and V := {v |Hvv ≤ bv} are
also convex polyhedra. The following assumptions are also
made about the system, the constraints, and the disturbances:
Assumption 1. The pair (A,B) is controllable and the pair
(A,C) is observable.
Assumption 2. The sets Z , U , W , and V , are compact and
contain the origin in their interior.
The control problem of interest is to optimally regulate the
system (1) to the origin while ensuring the constraints (2) are
robustly satisfied. The optimality of the control is assumed to
be defined with respect to a quadratic, infinite-horizon cost
function
J =
∞∑
k=0
xTkQxk + u
T
kRuk, (4)
where Q ∈ Rn×n and R ∈ Rm×m are symmetric, positive
definite weighting matrices.
A. State Estimator
Since it is assumed that knowledge about the state x is not
directly available, a state estimator is required. For this work
we assume a Luenberger estimator is used and is defined by
xˆk+1 = Axˆk +Buk + L(yk − yˆk), yˆk = Cxˆk, (5)
where xˆ ∈ Rn is the state estimate and L is the observer
gain matrix of appropriate dimension. It is assumed that L
is chosen such that the matrix A− LC is Schur stable.
III. MATHEMATICAL PRELIMINARIES
Before describing our proposed control methodology it
is useful to define some terminology that will be used
throughout the remainder of this work. We begin with the
definition of a robust positively invariant (RPI) set.
A. Robust Positively Invariant Sets
Consider an autonomous system with dynamics
ek+1 = Aeek + δk, φk = Eek (6)
where e ∈ Rne is the state, δ ∈ Rne is a disturbance,
Ae ∈ Rne×ne defines the system dynamics, and where
φ ∈ Roe defines a general output variable that has set-based
constraints given by φ ∈ Φ. Additionally, the disturbance δ
is constrained to lie in the set ∆ := {δ | Hδδ ≤ bδ} and
the constraint set for φ is defined as Φ := {φ |Hφφ ≤ bφ}.
We also assume that the sets ∆ and Φ are convex, compact,
contain the origin in their interior, and that Ae is Schur stable.
A set R is an RPI set for this system if for all ek ∈ R
and for all δk ∈ ∆ the state ek+1 also satisfies ek+1 ∈ R.
In shorthand we write this condition as AeR ⊕ ∆ ⊆ R.
Under the stated assumptions there is guaranteed to exist
an RPI set for the system, and in general there may be
many. Of particular interest is the minimal RPI set, denoted
by R∞. The minimal RPI set has the special property that
it is contained within every RPI set for (6). Additionally,
constraint admissible RPI sets are those which also satisfy
the condition ER ⊆ Φ.
B. Set Computations
Consider two convex, compact sets, A ⊂ RnA and B ⊂
RnB and a linear map C ∈ RnA×nB . The set CB is defined
as CB := {Cb ∈ RnA | b ∈ B}. The Pontryagin difference
A 	 CB is defined as A 	 CB := {d ∈ RnA | d + Cb ∈
A,∀b ∈ B}.
Suppose that in addition to being convex, A and B are
defined using a half-space representation given by A :=
{a |Haa ≤ ba} and B := {b |Hbb ≤ bb}, then the Pontryagin
difference can be computed as:
A	 CB := {a ∈ RnA |Haa ≤ ba − δa},
where each element of the vector δa is given by δa,i :=
hB(hTa,iC), where h
T
a,i is the i
th row of the matrix Ha and
hB(hTa,iC) is defined as the linear program hB(h
T
a,iC) :=
maxb∈B hTa,iCb. We also overload this notation to simply
write δa := hB(HaC).
IV. PROPOSED ROBUST MPC SCHEME
Now that we have defined the problem in Section II and in-
troduced some mathematical notation in Section III, we move
on to discussing our proposed control scheme. The scheme
consists of two parts: first, a receding horizon optimization
problem is used for computing an optimal nominal trajectory
over a finite horizon N . Then a control law is defined that
drives the real system to track the nominal trajectory. We
begin by defining the nominal system dynamics.
A. Nominal System
Since the noise terms w and v are unknown disturbances,
we define a nominal, noise-free, system that will be used for
planning. This system is given by
x¯k+1 = Ax¯k +Bu¯k, z¯k = Hx¯k, (7)
where x¯ ∈ Rn denotes the nominal system state, u¯ ∈ Rm
is the nominal system control, and z¯ ∈ Ro are the nominal
performance variables. This system is initialized at time k =
0 by the current state estimate such that x¯0 = xˆ0.
B. Control Law
The control law that is applied to the real system (1) is
then defined by
uk = u¯k +K(xˆk − x¯k), (8)
where the terms x¯k and u¯k are defined by the nominal system
trajectory and the current state estimate xˆk is given by (5).
The feedback gain matrix K is assumed to be chosen such
that the matrix A+BK is Schur stable.
C. Online Optimization Problem
As mentioned earlier, the online finite-horizon optimiza-
tion problem is based on the nominal system dynamics
(7). Since this model is artificial and disturbance free, full
state knowledge is available and therefore a simple and
efficient MPC problem can be used. Specifically, we choose
to formulate the problem as
(x¯∗k, u¯
∗
k) = argmin.
x¯k,u¯k
‖x¯k+N |k‖2P +
k+N−1∑
j=k
‖x¯j|k‖2Q + ‖u¯j|k‖2R,
subject to x¯i+1|k = Ax¯i|k +Bu¯i|k,
Hx¯i|k ∈ Z¯, u¯i|k ∈ U¯ ,
x¯k+N |k ∈ XN , x¯k|k = x¯k,
(9)
where i = k, . . . , k + N − 1, the integer N defines the
planning horizon, x¯k is the current nominal system state,
and the solution yields the optimal nominal trajectory: x¯∗k :=
[x¯∗k|k, . . . , x¯
∗
k+N |k] and u¯
∗
k := [u¯
∗
k|k, . . . , u¯
∗
k+N−1|k]. The
resulting nominal system control at time k is then defined
as u¯k = u¯∗k|k, and the nominal system state at time k + 1 is
then given by (7).
In (9) the symmetric, positive definite cost matrices Q and
R are chosen to be the same as in (4). Additional design
variables for the problem include the terminal cost matrix
P , the terminal set XN , and the constraint sets Z¯ and U¯ .
First, in Section IV-D a procedure is outlined for computing
the terminal cost P and terminal set XN that will guarantee
stability of the nominal system. Then, in Section IV-E we
describe how the sets Z¯ and U¯ are defined to ensure robust
constraint satisfaction for the real system under the proposed
control scheme.
D. Nominal System Stability
By the appropriate design of the terminal cost matrix
P and terminal set XN , the online optimization problem
(9) can ensure closed-loop stability for the nominal system
(7). Specifically we choose to use a well-known approach
described in [1] which requires finding a terminal controller
κ(x¯), a terminal cost matrix P , and a terminal set XN which
satisfy the following properties:
Ax¯+Bκ(x¯) ⊆ XN , ∀x¯ ∈ XN ,
HXN ⊆ Z¯, κ(x¯) ⊆ U¯ , ∀x¯ ∈ XN , (10)
VN (x¯k+1) + l(x¯k, κ(x¯k)) ≤ VN (x¯k), ∀x¯ ∈ XN , (11)
where VN (x¯) := ‖x¯‖2P and l(x¯, u¯) := ‖x¯‖2Q + ‖u¯‖2R.
The first condition (10) is used to guarantee recursive
feasibility of the optimization problem by ensuring that
there exists an admissible controller that makes the terminal
set positively invariant under the nominal dynamics. The
second condition provides a sufficient condition to ensure the
value function of the optimal control problem is a Lyapunov
function, and thus guarantees on convergence of the nominal
system to the origin can be obtained.
To ensure conditions (10) and (11) are satisfied, we design
κ(x¯), P , and XN by considering the unconstrained infinite-
horizon LQR problem with cost matrices Q and R for the
nominal system dynamics (7). Specifically, we choose P to
be the solution to the associated discrete algebraic Riccati
equation, and define κ(x¯) = Kf x¯ where Kf is the associated
LQR gain matrix. We then compute the set XN which
satisfies the conditions (10):
AKfXN ⊆ XN , HXN ⊆ Z¯, KfXN ⊆ U¯ ,
where AKf = A+BKf . Techniques for computing such as
set are described in [14]. Finally, by choice of P and Kf it
can be seen that condition (11) will hold with equality, and
P will be symmetric, positive definite.
From the results in [1] we therefore can guarantee that
the online optimization problem (9) will be recursively
feasible and the closed loop system defined by the nominal
system dynamics (7) and the online optimization problem
will exponentially converge to the origin.
E. Robust Constraint Satisfaction
So far we have defined a control law (8) which seeks to
drive the real system to track a nominal trajectory of the
system (7), and we have defined an optimal control problem
that exponentially drives the nominal system to the origin.
We now discuss a technique for ensuring robust constraint
satisfaction of the real system by computing bounds on
the errors that could arise due to disturbances. These error
bounds can then be used to tighten the constraint sets (2) to
give Z¯ and U¯ .
Several types of errors are present in the system: eˆk :=
xk − xˆk is the estimation error and dk := xˆ − x¯k is the
control error. The error between the real system state and
the nominal state is defined as ek := xk − x¯k = eˆk + dk.
Under the control law (8), the coupled dynamics for these
errors can be described by the system
ξk+1 = Aξξk + δk, (12)
where
Aξ =
[
A− LC 0
LC A+BK
]
, δk =
[
I −L
0 L
] [
wk
vk
]
,
and with ξk =
[
eˆTk d
T
k
]T
. Note that the matrix Ae is Schur
stable by the design of the gain matrices K and L and its
block triangular structure. Additionally, by Assumption 2 the
vector
[
wTk v
T
k
]T
is guaranteed to lie in a compact, convex
set that contains the origin in its interior. Therefore it is
straightforward to compute a convex, compact set ∆ such
that δk ∈ ∆.
Consider now a convex, compact RPI set R := {ξ |Hrξ ≤
br} for the system (12). By definition we have the implication
ξ0 ∈ R =⇒ ξk ∈ R for all k > 0, which allows R to
define the constant error “tubes” that will be used to tighten
the constraint sets. Specifically, the tightened constraint sets
are defined as
Z¯ := Z 	 [H H]R, U¯ := U 	 [0 K]R. (13)
F. Closed-loop System Properties
We now state two important properties of the controlled
system (1) using our proposed scheme. The first property
states that the system will satisfy the system constraints
robustly, and the second is a result on convergence.
Proposition 1 (Robust Constraint Satisfaction). Suppose
ξ0 ∈ R and that the optimal control problem (9) is feasible
at time k = 0. Then, under all admissible disturbance
sequences the system will satisfy the constraints zk ∈ Z
and uk ∈ U for all k ≥ 0.
Proof. By design, the optimal control problem is recursively
feasible and therefore the nominal system is guaranteed to
satisfy z¯k ∈ Z¯ and u¯k ∈ U¯ for all k ≥ 0. Additionally, the
assumption that ξ0 ∈ R implies that ξk ∈ R for all k > 0
since R is an RPI set. Finally, by definition of the tightened
constraints and with ξk ∈ R it holds that z¯k ∈ Z¯ =⇒ zk ∈
Z and u¯k ∈ U¯ =⇒ uk ∈ U .
Proposition 2 (Convergence). Suppose ξ0 ∈ R and the
optimal control problem (9) is feasible at time k = 0. Then
the system converges exponentially to the set [I I]R under
all admissible disturbance sequences.
Proof. By design, the optimal control problem is recursively
feasible and drives the nominal system (7) to converge expo-
nentially to the origin. Additionally, since xk = [I I]ξk + x¯k
and since ξ0 ∈ R =⇒ ξk ∈ R for all k ≥ 0, it is true
that xk ∈ x¯k ⊕ [I I]R for all k ≥ 0. Finally, since x¯k → 0
exponentially we have that xk → [I I]R exponentially.
G. Computing R
It is desirable to compute an RPI set for (12) that is as
small as possible such that the constraint tightening is less
conservative and so that the convergence guarantees can be
stronger. Obviously this also implies that the computed RPI
set should be constraint admissible, such that ER ⊆ Φ where
φ := Eξ, E :=
[
H H
0 K
]
, (14)
and the set Φ := {φ |Hφφ ≤ bφ} is defined with
Hφ =
[
Hz 0
0 Hu
]
, bφ =
[
bz
bu
]
. (15)
Note that Φ is convex, compact, and contains the origin in
its interior by Assumption 2, and we assume that the pair
(Aξ, E) is observable. As was mentioned in Section IV-E
the set ∆ is also convex and compact. For our proposed RPI
set computation method in Section V, we also require ∆ to
contain the origin in its interior, which is not guaranteed for
(12). However this can easily be fixed by enlarging ∆ by an
arbitrarily small amount as needed. Finally, we also make an
assumption (see [9], [10]) that the minimal RPI set for (12)
satisfies ER∞ ⊆ Φo where Φo denotes the interior of Φ.
Under the above assumptions, several approaches for
computing RPI sets for the system (12) exist. The approach
in [10] is efficient, but will likely result in a large R which
is undesirable as it will lead to overly conservative constraint
tightening. The method in [11] could be employed to obtain
a small RPI set, but this would require computationally
expensive Minkowski additions. One computationally viable
option that could yield a small R is given by [9], however in
this work we choose to use a novel method that is described
in Section V which is an extension to [9] and [12].
H. Remarks
It can be seen that the formulation of the control scheme is
essentially an extension of [13] to the output feedback case,
and is also similar to [7]. This approach was chosen because
it provides a more computationally efficient online optimiza-
tion problem than other tube-based approaches, and unlike
[7] it makes it possible to completely avoid Minkowski
additions in the controller synthesis.
V. PROPOSED RPI SET COMPUTATION METHOD
We now present a novel method for computing RPI sets
that is both simple and efficient, can be used in the synthesis
of the control scheme described in Section IV, and does
not require the use of Minkowski sums. For our proposed
approach we consider autonomous systems of the form (6)
where the following assumptions are made:
Assumption 3. Both sets ∆ and Φ are convex, compact, and
contain the origin in their interior.
Assumption 4. The matrix Ae is Schur stable and the pair
(Ae, E) is observable.
Assumption 5. The minimal RPI set R∞ satisfies ER∞ ⊆
Φo where Φo denotes the interior of Φ.
These are standard assumptions that will ensure our ap-
proach exhibits the properties described in Section V-D.
For example, the disturbance set compactness and system
stability assumptions are required for invariant sets to exist,
and the remaining assumptions are required to guarantee that
we can define an invariant set with a finite number of hyper-
planes. For further discussion on these assumptions see [10].
Now, to provide some insight into our technique we will
briefly review two previously developed methods.
A. Darup and Teichrib, [9]
This work combines the advantages of both [10] and [11]
to yield an algorithm that is more efficient than [11] and can
generate RPI sets that are less conservative than [10].
This is accomplished by first using the techniques pre-
sented in [11] to compute, for the user defined  ≥ 0, the
value k∗ such that (1 + )Ak
∗
e ∆ ⊆ ∆. Then a container
set C() := {e | Hce ≤ bc} is defined where Hc := HφE
and bc := (1 + )
∑k∗−1
j=0 h∆
(
HcEA
j
e
)
. The RPI set P∞()
is then computed as the largest RPI set contained in C()
using the approach in [10] which recursively defines Pk :=
{e |Hp,ke ≤ bp,k} by
Hp,k =
[
Hp,k−1
HφEA
k
e
]
, bp,k =
[
bp,k−1
rk
]
,
rk = rk−1 − h∆
(
HφEA
k−1
e
)
,
(16)
with Hp,0 = HφE and bp,0 = r0 = bc. From the results
in [10] and [9, Thm 1] this recursion will terminate (i.e.
Pk+1 = Pk) in a finite number of iterations k¯ under the stated
assumptions. The RPI set is then given as P∞() = Pk¯.
Not only does this algorithm avoid the need for Minkowski
sums, but from [9, Thm 1] it is proven that the choice of
the container set C() yields RPI sets comparable to those
in [11] in that the resulting tightened constraints would be
identical for both methods. This is advantageous for robust
MPC since [11] can yield RPI sets that are arbitrarily close
to the minimal RPI set, which reduces conservativeness.
B. Trodden, [12]
Another approach, described in [12], computes an RPI set
defined as T (Ht) := {e | Hte ≤ bt}, where the matrix Ht
is determined a priori and the vector bt is determined by
solving a linear program. They show [12, Thm 4] that for a
specific Ht, if an RPI set exists, then T (Ht) is the smallest
RPI set with the chosen Ht. Thus, while the approach is
simple and efficient, it requires careful consideration of the
chosen Ht such that an RPI set exists and so that it is not
too conservative. Unfortunately, no insightful guidelines for
choosing Ht are provided in [12].
C. Proposed Method
In this work we propose to extend [12] and [9] by
combining their mutually beneficial ideas. Specifically, we
use insights from [9] to identify a good set of hyper-planes
that will define Hr, and use [12] to find the smallest RPI set
associated with that choice. To accomplish this we propose
Algorithm 1 where the linear program is defined by (17)
(c∗, d∗) = arg max.
c,d,ξi,ωi
nr∑
j=1
cj + dj ,
subject to ci ≤ hTr,iAeξi,
Hrξi ≤ c+ d,
di ≤ hTr,iωi,
Hδωi ≤ bδ,
(17)
Algorithm 1 Compute R(k)
1: procedure COMPUTERPISET(k)
2: Hr,0 ← HφE
3: for i ∈ [1, . . . , k] do
4: Hr,i ←
[
Hr,i−1
HφEA
k
e
]
5: Solve linear program (17) with Hr = Hr,k
6: if (17) has unbounded objective then
7: return Failure
8: else
9: br,k = c
∗ + d∗
10: R(k)← {e |Hr,ke ≤ br,k}
11: return R(k)
where i = 1, . . . , nr and hTr,i is the i
th row of Hr.
As can be seen this algorithm is simple and efficient,
as the RPI set R(k) only requires computation of a single
linear program. As was previously mentioned, this method
is mainly hindered by the assumption that a good choice
for Hr is known a priori and that an RPI set exists for
that choice. The definition of Hr in Algorithm 1 along with
insights from [9] bridge this assumption. If for a chosen k,
Algorithm 1 is not successful, then no RPI set exists for
Hr but the practitioner can simply increase the value of k
until a valid solution is found. We now discuss several useful
properties of the approach.
D. Algorithm Properties
The first important property of Algorithm 1 states that
there exists a finite k such that the algorithm will return a
valid RPI set.
Theorem 1. Suppose Assumptions 3, 4, and 5 hold. Then,
there exists a finite integer k such that Algorithm 1 will return
a valid RPI set for all k ≥ k.
Proof. By [12, Thm 4], problem (17) admits a bounded
optimal solution if in addition to Assumptions 3 and 4 it
also holds for the chosen Hr that: (i) an RPI set exists and
(ii) the RPI set contains the origin in its interior. We first
prove that an RPI set with Hr = Hr,k exists for all k ≥ k
for some finite integer k.
Using the results from [9] (which leverage [10, Thm 6.3])
along with Assumptions 3, 4, and 5, there is guaranteed to
exist a finite value k¯ such that the set Pk¯ defined by (16)
is an RPI set and Pk+1 = Pk for all k ≥ k¯. Since the sets
Pk defined in (16) and R(k) defined by Algorithm 1 use the
same hyper-planes (i.e. Hp,k = Hr,k) for all k ≥ 0), it is
apparent that for all k ≥ k¯ an RPI set exists for the choice
of Hr,k.
We now prove that the RPI sets with Hr = Hr,k contain
the origin in their interior for all k ≥ k¯. By the theorem
assumptions the set ∆ contains the origin in its interior and
therefore by [10, Thm 4.1] the minimal RPI set R∞ contains
the origin in its interior as well. Thus, since R(k) is a valid
RPI set for all k ≥ k¯ and since R∞ ⊆ R(k) by [10, Cor 4.2]
we have the desired result.
Next, we prove that the RPI sets generated by Algorithm
1 are non-increasing in size as k increases.
Theorem 2. Suppose Assumptions 3, 4, and 5 hold. Then,
for all k ≥ max{k, ne − 1}, the sets R(k) and R(k + 1)
computed by Algorithm 1 will satisfy R(k + 1) ⊆ R(k).
Proof. First, by Theorem 1, Algorithm 1 is guaranteed to
return RPI sets R(k+1) and R(k) for all k ≥ max{k, ne−
1}, which also implies that the vectors br,k are finite. We
use this fact to first show that R(k) is a compact set.
The RPI set R(k) is defined by hyper-planes which are
given as the rows of Hr,k. Additionally, the matrix Hr,k can
be written as
Hr,k = HφOk, Hφ =
Hφ . . .
Hφ
 , Ok :=
 E...
EAke
 .
Since it is assumed that Φ is compact, a set given by Hφφ ≤
b is also compact for any finite b ≥ 0, which then implies
that the set {φ |Hφφ ≤ br,k} is also compact and thus φ is
bounded. Now, by the theorem assumptions the pair (Ae, E)
is observable and k ≥ ne − 1 such that the matrix Ok has
rank ne, which then implies that e must be bounded since
φ = Oke. Therefore R(k) is compact, which is now used to
prove the main result.
For the RPI set R(k+ 1) the hyper-planes are defined by
Hr,k+1 which can be written as
Hr,k+1 =
[
Hr,k
HφEA
k+1
e
]
,
where it is apparent that the hyper-planes from R(k) are
also included. Now consider the candidate RPI set R† :=
{e |Hr,k+1e ≤ b†} where b† is defined as
b† :=
[
br,k
supe∈R(k)HφEA
k+1
e e
]
.
With this choice, the vector b† is finite since br,k is finite
and R(k) is compact, and furthermore R† = R(k). Thus
R† is a valid RPI set for (6) and has the same hyper-planes
as R(k + 1). By construction of the linear program (17)
it is then guaranteed that br,k+1 ≤ b†, which implies that
R(k + 1) ⊆ R† = R(k).
An additional useful insight into the performance of
Algorithm 1 can also be made by noting the relationship
between Algorithm 1 and the method in [9]. Consider the
computation of the set P∞() for some , where k¯()
iterations of the recursion (16) were required. Then the RPI
set R(k¯()) is guaranteed to exist and it is guaranteed that
R(k¯()) ⊆ P∞() since the hyper-planes defining P∞()
are a subset of the hyper-planes defining R(k¯()). Based
on the results in [9, Thm 1] we can therefore conclude that
increasing k in Algorithm 1 will also lead to RPI sets that
are comparable to arbitrarily close approximations to the
minimal RPI set, which is a desirable property to minimize
the conservativeness of the robust MPC constraint tightening.
E. Comparison of Approaches
Now that we have presented Algorithm 1 and identified
some of its useful properties we will present some compara-
tive results using the same problem as described in Example
1 from [9] by conducting the following experiment. First we
define a value of , implement the method in [9] to compute
the RPI set P∞(), and save the value k¯() that corresponds
to the number of iterations of the recursion (16). Next we use
Algorithm 1 and the value of k¯() to compute the RPI set
R(k¯()). Finally, for completeness we also compare against
an RPI set computed using [12] where the hyper-planes Ht
are defined as the sides of an r-sided regular polygon (as is
used in [12, Section IV-A]). The value of r is chosen to be
the number of hyper-planes used to define R(k¯()) and so
we denote this RPI set as T (k¯()).
This comparison was repeated for three different values
of  and the results are shown in Figure 1 and Table I. As
is expected (and which is true for all ), we see in Figure
1 that the RPI set R(k¯()) ⊆ P∞(), which demonstrates
an advantage that Algorithm 1 has over the approach in [9].
Interestingly we see that the set T (k¯()) also provides good
results in this case. However it is important to note that the
approach used to define the hyper-planes for T (k¯()) does
not scale well with problem dimension and also there are no
guarantees that an RPI set would be found. In Table I we also
present results on how much the constraint in the directions
of x1, x2, and u would be tightened when compared against
the set R(k¯()). In other words, a positive value would mean
the tightened constraints are more conservative.
 = 0.01  = 0.1  = 0.5
δx1 δx2 δu δx1 δx2 δu δx1 δx2 δu
P∞(), (%) 0.3 0.3 0.3 6.1 5.7 6.7 31.5 30.6 36.8
T (k¯()), (%) 3.7 1.1 0.2 5.2 2.0 4.3 -3.0 -2.0 1.5
TABLE I: Results on constraint tightening based on the RPI sets computed for the
comparison discussed in Section V-E. The reported values represent the percentage
change in the amount a constraint is tightened when P∞() or T (k¯()) is used with
respect to when R(k¯()) is used. A positive number means the resulting constraint
is more conservative.
VI. EXAMPLES
In this section we demonstrate the combined use of
the robust MPC scheme developed in Section IV and the
proposed RPI set computation method described in Section
V. We present results for two example systems: one is
a synthetic system with state dimension n = 2 and the
second is a wind energy conversion system with n = 10. In
the implementation of both examples we leverage the open
source Matlab toolboxes MPT3 [15] and YALMIP [16], and
solve all optimization problems using IBM ILOG CPLEX.
A. Synthetic System
For our first example we use the system and problem
definition given in [5], and choose the matrix K to be the
LQR gain matrix with Q = I , R = 0.01, and L is chosen
to be the LQR gain matrix with R = I . Additionally, all
simulated disturbances are computed uniformly at random
within their defined bounds. We synthesize the robust MPC
controller using our proposed RPI set computation method
and choose a horizon of N = 13. Some simulation results
are shown in Figure 2.
For comparison we also implement the control scheme in
[5], and compute the required RPI sets using the approach in
[11]. First, in Table II we present a comparison of how much
each constraint was tightened. The increase in tightening
that is seen in [5] can primarily be attributed to the fact
Fig. 1: RPI sets computed for the comparison discussed in Section V-E for  ∈ [0.01, 0.1, 0.5]. The sets in yellow are computed using Algorithm 1, the sets in purple are
computed using the method in [9], and the sets in green are computed using [12] with hyper-planes defined by the sides of a regular polygon.
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Fig. 2: Simulation of the synthetic system described in Section VI-A. It can be seen
that the system satisfies the given constraints.
x1 x2 u
Mayne et al., (%) 33.2 81.8 59.3
TABLE II: Comparing the constraint tightening using our proposed approach and the
robust MPC scheme from [5]. The reported values are percentage increases in how
much each constraint is tightened with respect to our proposed control scheme.
that the RPI sets are computed sequentially, instead of
simultaneously as in our proposed approach.
Second, in Figure 3 we show a comparison of the ap-
proximate feasible regions for the two control schemes when
both approaches were initialized with x0 = xˆ0. As can be
seen the feasible region for [5] is larger closer the constraint
boundaries x1 ≤ 3 and x2 ≤ 3. This is mainly a result
of the initial condition being a decision variable in the
optimization problem, whereas in our approach we initialize
x¯0 = xˆ0. However the feasible region for our proposed
approach is larger elsewhere, which is likely due to less
constraint tightening leading to a larger terminal set XN .
Finally, we also compare the incurred cost of each ap-
proach by running simulations for 1000 randomly sampled
initial conditions that lie in the feasible regions for both
methods. For each initial condition we set x0 = xˆ0 and run
a disturbance free simulation with kf = 50 time steps for
both methods. The cost is computed using (4) over the finite
horizon kf . For this experiment the control scheme from [5]
incurred a cost that was on average 41% higher than our
proposed control scheme.
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Fig. 3: Feasible regions for the example discussed in Section VI-A, using both our
proposed control scheme and the scheme presented in [5].
B. Wind Energy Conversion System
This system, described in [17], includes models of the
aerodynamics, rotor dynamics, drive train dynamics, and
generator dynamics of a wind energy conversion system.
The inputs to the system are a commanded rotor blade
pitch angle, βr, the commanded voltage of the generator
output uFr, and the delay angle between the generator and
grid voltages, αr. The system is linearized and has a state
dimension of n = 10. The measurements available include
the output of a generator shaft speed sensor ωgm, the DC
current from the generator idc, rotor speed ωr, and the
mechanical torque in the generator shaft Tm. The control
problem is to regulate the system to the nominal setpoint
subject to bounded disturbances (with ‖wk‖∞ = ‖vk‖∞ =
.001 for simplicity). Additionally we include constraints on
the control, as well as on certain performance variables
which include the relative angle of displacement in the
generator shaft ξ, the generator shaft speed ωg , and the
generator output current idc. The constraint on the relative
angle of displacement in the generator shaft is used to control
component fatigue, since the generator shaft is modeled as a
flexible element. The model is discretized assuming a zero-
order hold with sample time ∆t = 0.05 seconds and the
controller gains K and L are both given by the LQR gains
computed with Q = R = I . The MPC cost function also uses
these same weights. Simulated results for the performance
variables z can be seen in Figure 4.
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Fig. 4: Simulated performance variable results for the wind energy conversion system
described in Section VI-B, including the relative angle of displacement in the generator
shaft ξ, generator shaft speed ωg , and generator output current idc.
It is important to note that the synthesis of a tube-based
robust MPC controller using previously proposed approaches
would be extremely challenging for this problem due to
its high dimension and their reliance on Minkowski sum
operations. For example, in the method given by [5], even
if the use of Minkowski additions could be avoided during
the computation of RPI sets, the sequential consideration of
the errors eˆ and d requires a Minkowski sum to compute
the bounding set for the disturbances affecting the dynamics
of d (see [5, Eq 14]). In fact, for this system with n = 10
we were unable to compute this sum using MPT3 which
demonstrates the advantage of our proposed control scheme.
For this example system we can also compare our pro-
posed RPI set computation method against that given in [9].
Using the same comparison experiment discussed in Section
V-E we obtain the results shown in Table III, which show
that in such a comparison Algorithm 1 results in a less
conservative RPI set than [9] for the choice of  = 0.01.
z1 z2 z3 u1 u2 u3
P∞(), (%) 0.8 0.3 0.7 0.9 0.8 0.8
TABLE III: Comparing the constraint tightening using the RPI set from Algorithm
1 and the method in [9] for the example in Section VI-B with  = 0.01. The
results are presented as percentage increase in the amount of tightening compared
to our proposed scheme. Thus a positive number indicates the RPI set yields more
conservative tightened constraints.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this work we presented a tube-based robust output
feedback MPC scheme that leads to efficient offline con-
troller synthesis and an efficient online implementation. This
extends the usefulness of tube-based robust output feedback
MPC schemes beyond previous methods which rely on com-
putational procedures for synthesis that can be intractable
for even moderately sized problems. The efficiency of our
approach was demonstrated to robustly control a system with
state space dimension n = 10. In this work we also proposed
a novel method for computing robust positively invariant sets
which is simple, efficient, and is demonstrated to be effective
when used for the proposed MPC scheme.
Future Work: Recent work in robust MPC has also yielded
tube-based approaches where the tubes are not constant in
time. It would be interesting to explore if a similar approach
may be feasible for the output feedback setting based on our
proposed RPI computation method. Additionally, it would
be valuable to explore other properties of our proposed RPI
computation method, such as a priori bounds on required
value of k for algorithm success.
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